GEORGIA

GEORGIA STATE UNIVERSITY
Mathematics and Statistics

Georgia State University Mathematics and Statistics Department, located in Atlanta, GA, invites applications for the following positions: four assistant/associate professor positions—requires a Ph.D.; a lecturer position—requires a Master’s degree. For more information about these positions and to submit applications go to: http://www.mathjobs.org. An offer of employment will be conditional upon background verification. Georgia State University is a Research University of the University System of Georgia and an EEO/AAA institution that values the diversity of its faculty, staff, and student body.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

HOWARD UNIVERSITY
Mathematics Department
Associate Professor

The Mathematics Department of Howard University invites applications for a tenure-track position at the associate professor level. Applications in all areas of mathematics will be considered with a priority given to statistics. We seek a mathematician with an already established research program, who has directed Ph.D. theses and received external funding in support of his/her research. Outstanding recent Ph.D. recipients may also apply for a position at the assistant professor level. A history of good teaching is required. Application must include the following: curriculum vitae, abstract of current research, and three letters of recommendations.

Consideration of applications will begin on December 31, 2010. Applications received after that date will be considered until the position is filled. Applications and supporting materials should be directed electronically to: djames@howard.edu or hardcopy to: Dr. Davis James, Associate Chair, Howard University Department of Mathematics, College of Arts & Sciences, Academic Support Building B, Room 204, 2441 6th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20059.

Equal Employment Opportunity: Howard University does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national and ethnic origin, sex, marital status, religion, or disability.

Suggested uses for classified advertising are positions available, books or lecture notes for sale, books being sought, exchange or rental of houses, and typing services.

The 2010 rate is $3.25 per word. No discounts for multiple ads or the same ad in consecutive issues. For an additional $10 charge, announcements can be placed anonymously. Correspondence will be forwarded.

Advertisements in the “Positions Available” classified section will be set with a minimum one-line headline, consisting of the institution name above body copy, unless additional headline copy is specified by the advertiser. Headlines will be centered in boldface at no extra charge. Ads will appear in the language in which they are submitted. There are no member discounts for classified ads. Dictation over the telephone will not be accepted for classified ads.


U.S. laws prohibit discrimination in employment on the basis of color, age, sex, race, religion, or national origin. “Positions Available” advertisements from institutions outside the U.S. cannot be published unless they are accompanied by a statement that the institution does not discriminate on these grounds whether or not it is subject to U.S. laws. Details and specific wording may be found on page 1373 (vol. 44).

Situations wanted advertisements from involuntarily unemployed mathematicians are accepted under certain conditions for free publication. Call toll-free 800-321-AMS (321-4267) in the U.S. and Canada or 401-455-4084 worldwide for further information.

Submission: Promotions Department, AMS, P.O. Box 6248, Providence, Rhode Island 02940; or via fax: 401-331-3842; or send email to classifieds@ams.org. AMS location for express delivery packages is 201 Charles Street, Providence, Rhode Island 02904. Advertisers will be billed upon publication.
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VIRGINIA

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
Department of Mathematics

The Department of Mathematics at the University of Virginia invites applications for a Whyburn Instructorship beginning August 25, 2011. This position carries a three-year appointment. Preference will be given to candidates who have received their Ph.D. within the last three years. Candidates must have a Ph.D. by the date of hire, an outstanding research record, and demonstrated teaching success.

Preference will be given to researchers working in an area of algebra or topology covered by the department. In the cover letter, it will be very helpful to indicate which members of our department are closest to your research interests. See http://artsandsciences.virginia.edu/mathematics/research/researchguide/index.html.

To apply, submit the following required documents electronically through http://www.MathJobs.org: A cover letter, an AMS Standard Cover Sheet, a curriculum vitae, a publication list, a description of research, and a statement about teaching interests and experience. The applicant must also have four letters of recommendation submitted, of which
one must support the applicant’s effectiveness as a teacher.

In addition, all candidates must complete the Candidate Profile through the University of Virginia’s employment system, which is: [http://jobs.virginia.edu](http://jobs.virginia.edu) posting number 0606827. Your application process will not be complete until all required documents are available on MathJobs and you receive a confirmation number for your Candidate Profile from Jobs@UVA.

Priority consideration will be given to applications received by March 1, 2011; however, the position remains open to applications until filled.

Additional information about our department is available at: [http://artsandsciences.virginia.edu/mathematics/](http://artsandsciences.virginia.edu/mathematics/)


Women and members of underrepresented groups are encouraged to apply. The University of Virginia is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer and is strongly committed to building diversity within its community.

---

**CHINA**

**East China Normal University**

**Center for Partial Differential Equations of East China Normal University**

**Postdoctoral Positions**

**Shanghai, China**

The successful candidates are expected to be young researchers with Ph.D. degrees in mathematics or related areas, with a strong research record in at least one of the following areas: analysis/computation/modeling.


---

**KOREA**

**KOREA INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY (KIAS)**

**Postdoctoral Research Fellowships**

The School of Mathematics at the Korea Institute for Advanced Study (KIAS) invites applicants for the positions at the level of postdoctoral research fellows in pure and applied mathematics. KIAS, founded in 1996, is committed to the excellence of research in basic sciences (mathematics, theoretical physics, and computational sciences) through high-quality research programs and a strong faculty body consisting of distinguished scientists and visiting scholars. Applicants are expected to have demonstrated exceptional research potential, through the doctoral dissertation and beyond. The annual salary ranges from approximately W30,000,000–W70,000,000 (equivalent to US$27,000–$64,000). In addition, research funds in the amount of approximately W10,000,000–W50,000,000 (equivalent to US$9,000–$14,000) are provided each year. Appointments may start as early as September 1, 2011. The initial appointment will be for two years with a possibility of renewal for two additional years. Those interested are encouraged to contact a faculty member in their research areas at: [http://www.kias.re.kr/en/about/members.jsp](http://www.kias.re.kr/en/about/members.jsp). Also, for more information please visit [http://www.kias.re.kr/en/notice/job_opportunity.jsp](http://www.kias.re.kr/en/notice/job_opportunity.jsp)

Applicants should send a cover letter specifying the research area, a curriculum vita with a list of publications, and a summary of research plans, and arrange three recommendation letters to be sent to:

School of Mathematics:  
Mr. Kang Won Lee (email: kwlee@kias.re.kr);  
KIAS, 207-43 Cheongnyangni-dong;  
Dongdaemun-gu, Seoul, 130-722, Korea

Email applications are strongly encouraged. We review the applications twice a year; the deadlines are June 30 and December 31.

---

**RIO DE JANEIRO**

**PUC-RIO (Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro)**

**Department of Mathematics Assistant Professorship**

The Mathematics Department of PUC-Rio has an opening for an assistant professorship starting in August of 2011. This is a tenure-track position, initially lasting one year but renewable (see “Hiring procedures” below). The university expects candidates to have a consistent record of high-level research and also to be qualified for undergraduate and graduate teaching.

PUC-Rio offers a stimulating research-oriented environment with plenty of academic freedom and excellent working conditions, such as a pleasant, well-located, and safe campus; administrative flexibility; research fellowships funded by the university as well as by the Brazilian government; and a Bachelors program that historically attracts excellent students. Pay is internationally competitive (currently around $50,000 plus benefits per year, keep in mind that living expenses in Brazil are relatively low).

Language Skills: Knowledge of Portuguese is highly desirable as courses are usually taught in Portuguese; in the absence of that, knowledge of a similar Romance language (e.g., Spanish, French, or Italian) is a plus. A successful candidate who is not ready to teach in Portuguese by August 2011 will be given an English-language course during the August-November 2011 semester under the condition that he or she commits to learning sufficient Portuguese by March 2012.

Full details of the submission process and hiring procedures can be found by clicking on the “New Faculty Position” link in the Announcements section of our homepage at: [http://www.mat.puc-rio.br/pagina.php?id=anuncios](http://www.mat.puc-rio.br/pagina.php?id=anuncios)

Candidates must send the required documents to candidato@mat.puc-rio.br by April 15, 2011.

---
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